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Richard Curtis

Staying silent and 
figuring things out 
on your own never 
really works
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Hello,
Welcome to the July/August 
issue of New Pathways. As 
I write, ‘freedom day’ has 
just come and gone, and 
we all have very different 
thoughts and opinions on 
this decision. Some may be 
embracing the lifting of 
restrictions, whereas others 
may be feeling 
overwhelmed by the 
changes. If you’re 
struggling with social 
anxiety, MS-UK Counsellor 
Mark Howe has lots of 
advice for you. You’ll find 
this on page 40.
Also this issue, Ian Cook 
investigates the mysterious 
connection between 
multiple sclerosis (MS) and 
retroviruses, Dr Gretchen 
Hawley explains how to do 
the most effective exercise 
to manage your symptoms, 
and as always we have all 
the latest news and expert 
advice for you.

Enjoy!
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Q!How is the Ypush different from any 
other wheelchair available?

Sue “That’s an easy one, it’s the amazing 
power-assistance for the carer - with the Ypush 
Tony doesn’t have to struggle to push anymore, 
he just presses the power button and walks 
behind the wheelchair. It’s now possible for us 
to visit places together we couldn’t go for more 
than 20 years.’’

Why push the wheelchair?

Tony and Sue Mollet talk about how the all  
new Ypush Carer Controlled Power-assisted 
wheelchair has totally changed both their lives

Q!!Tony, what is the Ypush like to  
set up and operate?

Tony “The Ypush is a one-piece unit that takes only 
5-10 seconds to set up, just like a standard chair. 
There is nothing to add or bolt on. We have tried 
many other products over the years, for instance 
the ‘add on’ type of motor, but in some cases their 
batteries were heavier than the whole Ypush and 
too complicated for me to assemble.”

Conventional chair YPUSH

See Sue and Tony’s full story and more 
details about the Ypush at www.ypush.com

Sue “The seat is surprisingly comfortable and the 
Ypush is the only chair where I don’t need to use my 
cushion. We don’t worry about going out anymore, 
but it used to cause a lot of friction between us. I 
don’t mind admitting it - it was too much to ask. 
Quite simply the Ypush has given us our lives back, 
it’s as simple as that, and I’ve noticed such a 
difference in Tony - he’s like a new man.”

Q!What are your favourite  
Ypush features?

Tony “Not pushing! [he laughs] power-assistance, 
and the Power steering without a doubt. The 
on-board battery charger is a good idea, and the 
USB charger keeps Sue’s iPad topped up. On a 
safety side the brakes are amazing, because on 
hills if you slip or trip, or let go of the handles, the 
brakes automatically come on, bringing the Ypush 
to a safe standstill. So much thought has gone into 
everything.”

Push to power Touch to turn Safety brakes
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